Incorporating current, accurate and fully vetted import and export data into familiar systems is critical to realize actionable intelligence.

Descartes Datamyne™ API can give current systems a boost by populating solutions with trade data to increase sales insight, refine supply chain management, enhance security and improve an overall competitive strategy.

Connected D&B D-U-N-S® Numbers can simultaneously offer business background and contact information to Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or other online on-premise systems.

Powered by the world’s largest searchable trade database, Descartes Datamyne™ covers the global commerce of 230 markets across 5 continents. Our API functionality can seamlessly stream this powerful data set into a broad range of systems.

Manufacturers, shippers wholesalers, transport and Logistics Service Providers (LSPs), management consultants, legal practitioners, industry analysts and more can use our exceptionally accurate and granular data, including our API functionality, to initiate growth strategies, explore new markets, benchmark performance, monitor commodity volumes and values, simplify trade data research, discover buyer-seller relationships and refine sourcing strategies.

*Descartes Datamyne API connects business systems to the world’s largest searchable trade database via our proven communication protocols and gateways.*
**Descartes Datamyne API can help to:**

- Enhance and compliment company data with corporate trade details and contact information
- Create targeted lists with real-time, accurate import and export information on-demand
- Complete tasks and perform analysis from a familiar CRM, ERP or other system

Descartes Datamyne™ is part of Descartes’ Global Trade Content suite of solutions which unite technology and people with the trade information they need to help power international commerce. Our suite of solutions helps businesses achieve higher trade compliance rates, gain market insight for better business decisions, reduce the risk of transacting with denied parties and minimize duty spend.

---

**Need international data integrated into your system?**

*Click [here](#) to ask us how you can integrate to any of our international databases via our API access.*